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The "lion couch" scene from the Temple of Opet, discussed in this article. (After
M. de Rochemanteix, in Bibliothèque Egyptologique, Vol. 3, [1894].)

"Abraham’s Offering," a painting by Jan I. Levens

A New Look at the 
Pearl of Great Price

Part 8
( Continued)

The 
Unknown 
Abraham

By Dr. Hugh Nibley

• The Paradox of Abraham and the King: In a recent
translation and commentary on the so-called “Sensen”
papyrus of the Joseph Smith collection (Era, Feb.
1968, p. 40-H), Professor Klaus Baer of the Oriental
Institute at the University of Chicago pointed out “that

‘Facsimile No. 3’ reproduces a part of the same manu
script that ‘Facsimile No. 1’ does,” and that No. 3 
follows No. 1 in normal sequence.1 This is very im
portant in view of the wondrously strange interpreta
tion given to both vignettes in the Book of Abraham,
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"A growing number of studies 
show that 'Egyptian art is not 
essentially a funerary art'”

the equally strange turn of events in Jewish Abraham 
traditions, and the peculiar way in which “lion-couch” 
scenes of the type of Facsimile 1 are regularly followed 
by a coronation scene in the Egyptian record In the 
Pearl of Great Price version we first find Pharaoh’s 
agents somewhere in Canaan trying to sacrifice Abra
ham on an altar, and in the next scene we see the 
hero not only safe and sound but actually sitting on 
Pharaoh’s throne in Egypt, wearing his crown and 
bearing his royal insignia!

Here, if ever, is a paradox. And yet the same paradox 
meets us in the old stories of Abraham’s dealings with 
Nimrod and Pharaoh. In one scene we find both Nim
rod and Pharaoh doing their level best to put Abraham 
to death, and in the very next scene, behold, Nimrod 
and Pharaoh are loading their erstwhile victim with 
royal gifts and honors! In the Egyptian presentations 
(to be considered below) we are shown the king 
and/or god lying helpless upon the lion-couch, beaten 
by his cruel rival and at the very point of death, 
praying desperately for deliverance: and in the very 
next scene, the scene that always follows, the same 
king is sitting safely restored and triumphant on his 
throne.

What has brought about this miraculous turning of 
the tables? In every case it is the same thing—the 
direct intervention of God, who sends a delivering 
angel in response to the prayer of the man on the 
altar. The reader can study the story for himself in 
the Book of Abraham; now let us see what happens 
in the Nimrod legends and their predecessor, the 
Genesis Apocryphon.

Briefly, this is the story. Abraham is bound on a 
specially constructed altar .(to be described herein
after) and raises his voice in prayer to God. As the 
priest brings the knife near to the victim’s throat, God 
sends an angel who offers to rescue him from his dire 
predicament; but Abraham refuses the proferred help, 
saying that it is God and God alone who will deliver 
him. At that moment God speaks to Abraham, the 
earth trembles, fire bursts forth, the altar is over
thrown, the officiating priest is killed, and a general 
catastrophe fills the land with mourning. All this is 
so close to the Book of Abraham story, in which we 
are even told how “the Lord broke down the altar 
of Elkenah, and of the gods of the land, and utterly 
destroyed them, and smote the priest that he died; 

and there was great mourning in Chaldea, and also in 
the court of Pharaoh . . (Abr. 1:20), that one is 
tempted to play a game with the reader: we have 
deliberately omitted all footnotes at this point—they 
will come later—so that the reader can amuse himself 
by locating sources for the story just told among writ
ings available to Joseph Smith. We know of none.

But back to our tale of wonder, for what happens 
next is stranger yet. Nimrod, baffled in every attempt 
to dispatch his arch-rival, is convinced at last that 
Abraham possesses a power greater than his, and 
suddenly turns from cursing the prophet to honoring 
him, humbly soliciting the privilege of personally 
offering sacrifices to the God of Abraham. More 
surprises: Abraham refuses the astonishing offer, say
ing, “God will not accept from thee after the manner 
of thy religion.” To this Nimrod replies, “O Abraham, 
I cannot lay down my kingship, but I will offer oxen, 
and after that time [he] left Abraham, whom God 
had delivered from his power, in peace.”2 Here we 
have the strange paradox of a king who was, as the 
Book of Abraham puts it, blessed in the kingship “with 
the blessings of the earth, and with the blessings of 
wisdom, but cursed ... as pertaining to the Priest
hood.” (Abr. 1:26.) This puts everybody in an em
barrassing situation: the proud monarch has made an 
unheard-of concession to Abraham, but Abraham 
refuses to meet him half way—he cannot give him what 
he wants. It was a painful and awkward impasse to 
which there was only one solution: Nimrod loaded 
Abraham with royal gifts and ordered his entire court 
to pay obeisance to him, after which “the king dis
missed Abraham.”3 In the oldest version of the story, 
Pharaoh, after being rebuffed and offended by Abra
ham, whom he had “sought to slay,” swears a royal 
oath to him, loads him with the highest honors, and 
orders him out of the country.4

We can appreciate the king’s position, which is well 
explained in an apocryphal story of Joseph in Egypt. 
Pharaoh complains to Joseph that when the two of 
them ride out together in the royal chariot, the king 
cannot tell whether the people are cheering him or 
Joseph. This is an impossible situation, since there can 
be only one king in Egypt; and so the Pharaoh regret
fully orders Joseph to descend from the chariot. Even 
so, Nimrod-Pharaoh cannot deny that Abraham’s power 
is superior to his own, yet he cannot give up his king- 
ship, nor can he take second place to any man in his 
own kingdom. And so he does that strange and 
paradoxical thing: he bestows the highest honors— 
kingly honors, including a purple robe and a royal 
escort—on his guest, and then banishes him from the 
country. Abraham must leave, even if he leaves with 
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the honors of victory and the trappings of a king. Such 
was the equivocal position and baffling behavior of a 
ruler who was, according to the Pearl of Great Price, 
both blessed and cursed.

O, Dry Those Tears: But what about the Egyptian 
sources? After all, the facsimiles are Egyptian. First 
of all, we look, of course, for lion-couch scenes, and 
soon discover that they are available in quantity. We 
also discover that there is quite a variety of such 
scenes, of which only a few resemble our Facsimile 
No. 1. It is these that interest us particularly, and it 
is gratifying to learn that a number of highly quali
fied Egyptologists have recently turned their attention 
to just these particular items and discovered first of 
all that they are not properly funerary. Indeed, a 
growing number of studies are now correcting the 
"other-worldly” myopia of Egyptological thinking in 
general, showing us that “Egyptian art is not essen
tially a funerary art” but is “entirely oriented towards 
the living,”5 that rites performed for the dead king 
were really “a replica of the daily ceremonial toilet 
of the living king,”6 that even such thoroughly funerary 
stuff as the Coffin Texts were largely “of a non- 
funerary character,” and that “many, if not all, of the 
Coffin Texts were primarily used in this life. . . ,”7

These non-funerary materials turn up in graves and 
coffins only because they have been adapted to the 
funerary situation. Sethe explains how an old Helio-- 
politan coronation text could be converted into a 
“typical text for the dead” by describing the king’s 
ascension to heaven in terms of his coronation,8 and 
notes that though the Pyramid Texts are all found in 
tombs, many of them are not Totentexte at all but 
describe birthday celebrations, royal banquets, royal 
progresses, etc.9 The freedom with which the Egyp
tians borrowed texts and pictures originally describing 
one situation to illustrate a totally different situation 
provides the student with unlimited opportunities for 
speculation and reconstruction,10 in which, to quote S. 
Schott, “it is often difficult to distinguish pictures of 
this world from those of the eternal world, since death 
itself passes as repetition of life’ and the dead partici
pate actively, especially in the great festivals, just as 
they would during their earthly existence.”11 Of par
ticular interest is the recent study of A. Bakir, who 
after examining the early tomb-pictures in general 
comes to the surprising conclusion that “there is no 
evidence that a connection is intended with the here
after. What is intended is rather a record of the 
deceased’s activities in this world, the purpose clearly 
being to establish the identity of the owner of the tomb, 
and to provide a biographical survey of his achieve
ments.”12 It was considered especially important to 

record “activities connected with the deceased’s office 
in this world,”12 in particular (as we learn from numer
ous funerary steles and biographical tomb inscrip
tions ) those occasions which brought him into 
proximity with the Pharaoh—always the height of 
human bliss and attainment.

Now according to the Book of Abraham and the 
legends, the Patriarch enjoyed at least two significant 
contacts with Pharaoh, and that is the sort of thing 
that no Egyptian would fail to immortalize in some sort 
of biographical text—funerary or otherwise. We learn 
from Jubilees (39:6) that the descendants of Abra
ham living in Egypt used to read his story to their 
children, and there is no reason to deny the many 
reports that Abraham did write a biography—a number 
of early apocryphal writings claim the honor of being 
that book, which is now lost. Could the facsimilies be 
biographical in nature? If so, their obviously ritual 
“canonical” appearance would effectively obscure the 
fact. Gardiner is suspicious of all “hackneyed repre
sentations” put forth by the Egyptians as historical 
pictures, because they “may merely belong to the world 
of imagination and make-believe.”13 By the same 
token, however, they may be authentic history; the 
great battle and festival reliefs, no matter how hack
neyed and unreliable in their details, are at least the 
best evidence that certain important battles and festi
vals really did take place. For all their stereotyped 
monotony, they are recollections of actual historical 
events. Likewise, if our facsimiles seem rather con
ventional and unimaginative, it is because, as we have 
insisted all along, the events they indicate are (aside 
from the restricting conventions of Egyptian art) of a 
strictly ritual nature, but that does not prevent their 
being historical as well. The long-established article 
of faith, that pictures found in tombs represent “never 
the real world, but only the Other World, the land of 
religious imagination,”11 must now be abandoned in 
favor of the proposition that most of those pictures 
show things that really took place in the world of the 
living.

The “Lion-couch” Museum: It is a happy coincidence 
that leading Egyptologists should very recently have 
chosen the lion-couch motif as a specific lead to ■’ex
ploring the baffling relationships between history, 
ritual, and myth in the Egyptian record. Let us imagine 
that the most- important lion-couch scenes have all 
been gathered together in a single hall of the museum, 
where we have gone to view them. Dick and Jane 
are being conducted through the museum by the 
curator, Mr. Jones, who shows them things and tells 
them stories. Mr. Jones has a handbook that tells 
him everything.
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To help readers understand 
the complex issues, the author 
gives explanatory dialogue

Dick: Look, Jane, look! Here is a wonderful picture 
of a man on a bed that looks just like the man and the 
bed in Facsimile No. 1.

Mr. Jones: That is a famous relief, found in the 
temple of Opet at Luxor.

Jane: But why is it in this dark room?
Mr. Jones: This is one of three chambers, arranged 

(according to the infallible handbook) “like three 
stations in the divine epoch.”15

Jane: What’s an epoch?
Mr. Jones: An important story. These pictures tell 

a story. If you will come here to the opposite chamber, 
the one on the south side, after passing through the 
middle room (which has a special meaning of its 
own), you will notice that it is a counterpart of the 
first room; only here, instead of lying on a bed, the 
man is sitting on a throne. This is the happy ending of 
the story that seems to be going so badly in the other 
room. Let us go back there again: According to 
Professor Varille, “a famous scene in the sanctuary 
shows ‘Osiris who is in the midst of Thebes’ [that’s 
what he is called in the inscription] in the aspect of a 
young man stretched on a bed which had the form 
of a lion; he is in the act of reviving.” You can tell 
that, because lie “begins to bestir himself, bending his 
right arm and raising his left foot.”16

Dick: Why does he hold his hand like that?
Mr. Jones: Because he is praying as well as waking 

up. In a little while we shall read his prayer. Notice 
also that the position of the hand and even the feet, 
according to the handbook, is “the position of prayer.”17 
Prayer is indicated whether the hands are turned in or 
out; the accepted way is to show both hands in the 
same position.18

Jane: This is much nicer than the Abraham pictures. 
The hands there are a mess.

Air. Jones: Yes. In Egyptian pen-pictures “the hand 
is rarely drawn true to nature. ... In hasty drawings 
. . . many times . . . there is no means of distinguishing 
a right hand from a left hand”—it is that bad.19

Jane (pointing to figures in the forecourt): The 
ladies are raising their hands like that, too. Are they 
praying?

Mr. Jones: Some have suggested that the hands of 
the man in Facsimile No. 1 are in the position of “be
reavement,” but that is silly, since the dead person is 
never the bereaved. Look, sometimes they’re weeping 

but not always: at Denderah the lady standing by the 
couch with her hand in the same position says, “I raise 
my hand to protect thy members.”20 Sometimes the 
ladies are neither praying nor weeping but making 
magical passes to restore the dead.

Dick: Is the man dead?
Mr. Jones: He is and he isn’t; that’s just the wonder 

of it, It says here that the death chamber is also the 
birth chamber, or rather “the place where Osiris is 
begotten . . . where he dies to be reborn.”21 Here 
“death is conceived as the beginning of a new life.” 
In other words, the man on the couch is both the dead 
king, Osiris, and the living king, Horus.22

Jane: How can he be both? Who is he, anyway?
Mr. Jones: Perpend. “The temporal father of the 

young Horus is Osiris who revives in his son, whose 
spiritual father, however, is the life-giving Amon.”23

Dick: So he’s three people at once?
Mr. Jones: He’s more people than that—he’s the king, 

too!23
Jane: That’s silly.
Mr. Jones: No. The picture is telling us more than 

just what happened at one moment. This one picture 
recounts a whole series of events. The man on the 
couch is in great distress, he has been beaten by his 
enemy, he is on the point of death; he cries out to his 
father Amon to come to his aid, and sure enough, there 
is Amon, the bird flying above him. Some say it is 
his own soul returning to him, and it can be that also. 
That is the nice or annoying thing about Egyptian, as 
Professor Speleers says: one thing can be a number of 
different things at the same time—which doesn’t make 
very good sense to us. But the man’s return to life is 
only part of the answer to his prayer: notice that just 
behind the lady Isis, a real fight is going on. A man 
with the head of a hawk is about to club the daylights 
out of a contemptibly small long-eared creature whose 
arms are tightly bound to his sides. He is the Typho- 
nian beast, the Seth animal, Death, the arch-enemy of 
the man on the couch, and he is now about to get the 
same type of punishment he handed out—the tables 
have been turned, the prayers have been answered, the 
hawk Horus has come to rescue his father from death. 
It is very much the same drama that meets us in 
Facsimile No. 1.

Dick: How do you know all that?
Mr. Jones: Because this is not the only lion-couch 

picture. If you will step over here, you will notice a 
number of reliefs in which the lion-couch appears not 
just in one scene but in a number, and also that these 
scenes go together and show the unfolding of some 
sort of ritual or drama. Here is the most famous of 
all, the series discovered by Mariette at Denderah,24 
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and here are others from the tombs of nobles at 
Thebes, and more from the tombs of Rameses IV and 
Rameses IX.25 This should teach you when you have 
seen one “lion-couch” scene not to take it for granted 
that you have seen them all. Any one of them can be 
understood only as part of a longer story. Look, here 
is a coffin with three lion-couch scenes on it, and here 
is another with the same three scenes. Notice how 
different the episodes are: in one the mummy simply 
lies in state; in the second, Anubis is working busily 
over it; and in the third, the lion has started to walk 
with bold strides; the figure on the couch is also 
walking, and grain is springing up exuberantly all 
around him—a very different story from pictures one 
and two!26

Jane: It looks dark and scarey.
Dick: This Opet room is dark and scarey too!
Mr. Jones: It is supposed to be. It “represents the 

western heaven in which the god is supposed to die 
and which will also be the tomb in which he will 
rest. . . .”27

Dick: That’s gloomy enough.
Mr. Jones: But that isn’t the whole story—let us read 

on: “But he only dies in order to be reborn; he falls 
beneath the blows of his enemies only to triumph with 
greater splendor.”27

Jane: But are these real people?
Mr. Jones: This one is: come over here to this other 

temple, the Temple of Seti I. Here you see the very 
same lion-couch scene, only in this case we know that 
the man on the couch is a real person; it is King Seti I 
himself. “Seti I,” says the handbook (1965), “dressed 
in a shroudlike garment . . . stretched out on a bed 
ornamented with lion heads.”28

Jane: Why is his face green?
Mr. Jones (reading): “The king’s face is shown 

painted green because he was considered dead.”
Dick: So he was dead after all.
Mr. Jones: Not so fast! That one word written above 

the bed is “Awake!” And the man is doing just that. 
Here in the lower register “the king has turned from 
his back, and the posture resembles that, of a sphinx 
rather than a mummy or a dead person.”28 He is just 
about to get up and dress, in fact, look how “below 
the bed there are spread out the royal regalia . . . 
of which the king would presently take possession 
after his rebirth.”28 And what do you think he is going 
to do after he puts on all that royal regalia?

Dick and Jane: Sit on the throne.
Mr. Jones: Right. That is the next act. Now look 

at this scene. It is the same thing again, this time 
much older, from the great shrine of Niuserre. Remem
ber that was a center of Sun-cult, with its imposing 

Hill of the Sunrise, and its altar of sacrifice and all 
the rest.29

Dick: Just like “Potipher’s Hill,” in the Book of 
Abraham, eh?

Mr. Jones: It certainly looks like it.30 Do you see 
what that suggests? That this lion-couch business took 
place on just such a great ritual occasion and at just 
such a place as that described in the Pearl of Great 
Price. The guidebook says this relief of Seti I show
ing the king on his back represents nothing less than 
“the supreme moment of the Sed-fcstival . . . the 
climax of the festival. . . ”31 o

(To be continued)
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